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Sent: 

Subject: All about Costs- Week 76 learnings 

Dear All 
we put down the principles of what 

costs savings should be and should not be. I am outing down my learnings from my career on cost 
management: 

1. Cost management is a real time activity that needs to be done day in and day out in every 
company. This is so because in most categories, real prices are down( means that prices of most 
goods and services are cheaper today than they were five years ago). The answer to this 
stagnation in real prices is innovation, premium at one end and cost management at the other. No 
business big or small, premium or commodity can grow costs in today's context.

2. Technology and digitization is disrupting every industry and there is always a cheaper way of 
delivering a product or a service in today's world. In every company growth is a hope and cost is 
a reality. So managing hope while knowing the reality is a trade off every manager makes.

3. There are no holy cows with respect to cost. Every cost item should be on the table and attacked 
with a vengeance. Thinking differently about costs is what makes great businesses and great 
leaders. My learning is that if one keeps costs variable, i.e. incur the cost only if the revenue goes 
up, then that's the best business approach. Every time you have fixed costs , that becomes 
difficult to service. The airline industry is a classic case of high fixed costs and the players have 
tried different models to make costs variable.

4. A question you must ask in every industry is ' who is the Lowest cost producer of my goods or 
service in the industry and what gives them this advantage". In every business costs are low 
because of scale advantage, buying advantage, productivity advantage, customer value advantage 
or a lean cost base advantage. Which of these advantages does competition have and why. What 
cost advantages can we build?

5. I want you to think about costs as Good costs and bad costs. What is a good cost? A good cost is 
something which pays back more than the incurred cost. For example, training is a good cost 
since people get more productive with training, motivation costs are good costs, an annual sales 
conference is a good cost. Improving quality is a good cost, prompt service even if it means a 
little more money is a good cost. Review meetings with coaching built in is a good cost. 
Investment in technology is a good cost. What about bad costs? Review meetings that are 
meaningless is a bad cost. Coming unprepared for meetings is a collective bad cost because 
everyone then starts seeing the slides for the first time. Inventory is a bad cost. Time wasting or 
slow speed of response is a bad cost. Procrastination is a bad cost. Too much time spent on 
internal alignment and politics is a bad cost. Hierarchy is a bad cost. Gossip is a horrible cost to 
the system.

6. Whatever we do on costs, we have to be clear about what we will do and won't do. Any cost 
cutting that impacts quality is a NO NO. Any cost cutting that impacts the fundamental efficiency 
of equipment is a NO NO. Any cost cutting that impacts safety of people is a NO NO. Any cost 
cutting that is anti-compliance is a NO NO or impacts governance is a NO NO.

7. One must distinguish between cost cutting which is a daily exercise like pruning a garden to 
cutting costs to save a company. The second is a tough act but in some cases needs to be done.



Feedback welcome! 
Wr 
shiv 




